
CV
Name: Anders Ericsson

Address: Torsmadsvägen 1 Årnäs,  542 75 Mariestad

Mobile: 0706 275 581 (only SMS, coverage generally too bad for conversation)

e-mail: dolf37@telia.com

Employments: 

Freelance translator: English<>Swedish, Danish & Norwegian>Swedish 2008–
Equipment manuals, contractual documents, promotional material, newsletters, religious
tracts, court documents, subtitling TV shows. 

Substitute teacher science & math Töreboda Central School (6th–9th grade) Febr.–June 2013
CLO Copenhagen 1985–2008

Editor for Swedish in the translation unit  2005–2008
Editing, translation, proofreading of books, recorded lectures, 
subtitling of videos.  

Design, typesetting etc. in department of marketing&administration 1997–2005
Included typesetting of magazines and promotional material in many languages 
(including also Russian, Greek and Hebrew, also  pre-press work.)
during this time i also got involved in translation work almost from the beginning.

Communication In Charge (telex, computer transmission etc.) 1986–1997. 
Included maintenance of computer, simpler repairs and upgrades of software and 
hardware. I designed a simple but highly efficient system of programs for 
message administration. 

Minor programming  programming jobs 1985 
Some programming job in parallel to studies and as summer job. 

Gothenburg University 1985
Part-time instructor/study supervisor

Industry worker at ”The Plastic” in Götene 1980–1982
Injection molding of plastic parts. From the beginning piecework, later maintenance of 
automates; the remit was extended to the simple repairs, mounting of tools and forms, 
set-ups and the like.

Training (incl. military service): 

On the job training 1985–2008
includes English grammar, semantics, translation techniques, quality assurance etc.

Gothenbur University, mathematics and computer science 1982–1985
12 months military service A6 (Communications officer platoon level) 1979–1980
Gymnasium, 3 years Natural Science School of Vadsbo, Mariestad 1976–1979

mailto:dolf37@telia.com


Languages: 

Swedish, very good (native)
English, fluent, very good. 
Very rudimentary German.

Computer abilities: 

As a translator my main tool is DejaVu DVX3. Have also used Idiom Worldserver (and earlier 
Wordfast).
During my time in the marketing department I learned to use software such as QuarkXpress, 
Adobe CS3, mainly InDesign och Photoshop (but even Fontographer for font editing when 
needed). 
I have programmed in Pascal, C, C++ and experimented some with  Perl, Prolog och some other 
odd programming languages and hybrids. C++ was developed after my time at the university so 
has been learned by self study. I have ever programmed some in assembler and done some 
rudimentary hardware work (including designing and wiring data and instruction busses, 
decoding addresses). I have basic knowledge of logic both mathematically and computer-wise 
and a principal understanding of how computer circuits logical design.  

Driving license: 

AB
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